
A One-Stop Solution to Drive Service Excellence

We’ve helped clients time and time again to meet the challenges 
posed by their existing FSM solution when it fails to address the 
moving parts of their business as a whole.

The Rolling Warehouse™ is a way for your organization to avoid those 
common challenges, meet goals, gain a big picture view of your 
operations, and get all of your teams—including the back-office, 
customer support, field service, and depot—working as one.

A single platform to view and manage anything and everything 
to do with your order, inventory, field service, asset, and 
customer service management

It’s mobile and connected, with prompts and intelligent 
automation based on best practices and your organization’s 
needs

From data based on everything from asset history to SLA’s, need 
hierarchy to real-time resource locations, or what inventory is 
where and what condition it’s in

The Rolling Warehouse™
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This translates to a solution that can do things like use asset information to create a preventative work 
order; then order the right parts, schedule the best technician for the job in time to fulfill the SLA, and 
update the client — while providing feedback and valuable insight for teams enterprise-wide.

Take a step back and look at how your organization is operating. Do your customers feel that their time 
is valued or that they have to put effort in for good service?

If your end goal is providing an experience that exceeds expectations and inspires customer loyalty, having 
a disconnect between areas of your business will sell you short.

The Rolling Warehouse™
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Are you able to see the impact inventory management has on job completion?
Is information being lost by using different apps and systems for different aspects of field service?
Can you simultaneously track the financial impact of hours per task, product usage, and SLA fulfillment?
Are you addressing challenges in a silo or across all areas impacted?
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Order and Inventory Management

Field Service Management
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Simplified Order and Fulfillment, with Order and Inventory Management
Keep Track of Inventory by Customer, Supplier, or Project Controls
Use Inventory Data to Organize and Replenish Tangible and Intangible Items
Manage Multiple Item Conditions
Upstream Visibility of Work
Improved Order Tracking
Automated Reorder Processes; Customizable for Warehouses, Conditions, and Ownership
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Intelligent Task Assignment and Scheduling
Full Visibility for Dispatchers
Real-Time Updates and Information
Automated Safety, Task and Work Management
Improved Remote Assistance
Customer Self-Help and Booking 
Mobile Tracking and Operations

Asset Management and Performance
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Onsite Asset Information
Complete Tracking of Asset History, Relevant Info and Subcomponent Attributes
Bill of Materials and Recall Information
Warranty, Contract Coverage, and Entitlement Management
Standardized Workflows
Parts, Returns, and Depot Repair Tracking
Preventative and Proactive Maintenance Capabilities



Visit our website: diabsolut.com    |    Get in touch: info@diabsolut.com   |   Call us: 1.877.341.3227

About Us

With decades of hands-on technical and operations experience in 
field services, Diabsolut’s consulting team is uniquely positioned as 
the trusted partner to some of the largest and most diverse field 
workforces in North America. Our consultants are field service experts, 
from a broad range of industries, and have a deep understanding of 
each client’s environment, language and pressures. Diabsolut’s 
proven open and collaborative approach, coupled with our specific 
skills, practical experience and high degree of expertise, enable us to 
work side by side with our clients to mitigate the risks associated with 
business and technology transformation projects and drive rapid 
time-to-value.

As Salesforce Consulting Experts, we offer innovative end-to-end 
customer service and asset centric solutions to address the business 
needs of organizations across many industries throughout North 
America. Our expertise is in Field Service, Asset Management, Revenue 
and Higher Education. We work closely with our customers to ensure 
they achieve success and deliver exceptional service, by giving them 
the best tools for the job.

The Diabsolut Difference
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